
Energy Savings for Residential lighting Programs:
There's More to It Than Just Counting Lamps
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A detailed energy savings analysis was conducted on Boston Edison Company's Residential Lighting
Program using both lamp sales data and customer surveys. The finding indicated that estimated total,
lifetime net program energy savings is 12,617 MWh.

Introduction

e All-in-one - all-in-one COltIlP;act fluorescent lamps

Boston Edison Company was one of the first
utilities in the country to adopt a residential lighting
program, offering its customers rebates on a wide variety
of lighting measures since 1987 under a program known
as "Lite Lights". The eight types available through
the Lite Lights program are:

Residential lighting meas~~es are relatively easy to imple-
. ment and, for most utilities, are cost-effective under an
but the most austere financial assumptions and generous
program delivery schemes. Little wonder that electric
utilities are beginning to heavily promote discounted or
even no-cost energy efficient light lamps to their
customers. Technology dissemination has taken every
possible form, from add-on items in conventional
residential programs to targeted promotions enlisting mail
order houses, utility service centers and local charity
drives.

To develop energy savings estimates, a detailed analysis
was conducted of energy efficient lamp purchases via
BECo Energy Centers, a mail-order outlet known as EPI,
and participating retail stores. Additional purchase and
usage data were collected via two customer surveys of
participants and non-participants, the first conducted in
October 1990 and the second in March 1991. Since
customized data collection systems were developed to
serve the unique operational requirements of each of these
sales outlets, analyses of three distinct databases was
required. For the purpose of this evaluation, the databases
were restructured into a common format and merged into
a unified database system from which all necessary sales
data was either immediately available or easily
reconstructed. This process resulted in a normalized,
internally consistent data-set suitable for statistical
analysis.

olume of urchases

taking into consideration the proportion of purchased
lamps that are actually in service, as wen as free
ridership, free drivers and snapback.

compact- twin-tube

Sales of energy-efficient lamps through the Lite Lights
program have dramatically changed over the past four
years, both in total volume of sales and in the volume
attributable to each of the three program delivery outlets.
Table 1 documents these changes, revealing a doubling of
sales from 1987 to 1988, another doubling of sales from
1988 to 1989, and nearly a five-fold increases in sales
from 1989 to 1990. In total, approximately 49,668 lamps
were sold over the four year period. As shown in
Figure 1, EPI accounted for 46 percent, retail stores
accounted for 21 percent, and. Boston' Edison Energy
Centers accounted for the remaining 33 percent of the
lamps sold.

compact

lla.a.VJ.;;.\"/ll lrLd.oor/,out:d.o()r flood lights

@ Circular - circular fluorescent

e Reflectors - ""11 ..' ......*'11..."..,. ~ reflector

In the year, a comprehensive impact evaluation of
this program has estimated net program energy savings,

Electronic Ballast - compact fluorescent lamps with
electronic ballasts.
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Retail

10 Share Outlet

2 a visual of the volume of
sales from the of the program in when the

sales outlet for the was retail tIuo
when aU three outlets were in The

illustrates the current decline in sales from retail outlets,
concurrent with the dramatic rise in sales from the
Centers and EFI~

It is worth that the Centers a
dramatic surge in sales the last four months
of 1990~ Sales data show that for the first months of
1990 the Centers sold an
even sales distribution 3, 196 lamps
could be to be sold between and
December of 1990.. In the Energy Centers sold 8,990

this time frame~ The "Lite for Sight" Lions
Club to coincide with this time frame
and customel° awareness of this is to have
caused these increases in sales ..
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of the program data indicates that
households to date have participated in the Lite
program.. To assure that double of households
did not occur, households were screened by names to
determine if lamps were purchased two or more times via
the same outlet, or purchased via two or more outlets ..
This screening resulted in a count of households.

suggested in Table 2 by the total number of lamps
purchased, these participating households acquired an
average of 6 .. 2 energy-efficient lamps the
programe the average retail value of these lamps
was $8 .. 93, of which slightly more than ];laIf was rebated
from Boston Edison to cllstomerss Tables 3, 4 and 5
provide this same data, broken out by program year. For
convenience, cost, rebate, and savings estimates within
this are rounded to whole numberso
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each style. Where an energy-efficient lamp is
capable of replacing conventional lamps of varying
wattage, the average wattage of the conventional lamps is
used.

To calculate energy savings over the life of a lamp, the
instantaneous energy savings is multiplied by the
manufacturer's estimate of the number of hours a lamp is
expected to operate.. this number 1,000 yields
the total kVlh savings per lamp. The total energy savings
for the Lite program is the sum of the energy

To estimate the energy associated with each
the watts used each were

subtracted from the watts used a conventional
with an luminescence as claimed the
manufacturel'O~ For about the same is
prc~au~cea in a fluorescent lamp of 15 watts as in
a conventional incandescent of 60 watts - thus the
instantaneous energy savings resulting from retrofit is 45
watts~ The instantaneous energy savings obtained by

a conventional lamp with an
is based on put)l1SJI100
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savings for all lamps purchased through the program.
Table 6 shows the estimated instantaneous and lifetime
energy savings for each lamp available in the program.

The actual wattage for the purchased energy-efficient
lamps was not directly available for any of the delivery
outlets. For the Energy Centers and EPI outlet, this

information was reconstructed based on lamp style (each
lamp style represents a specific wattage lamp.) For the
retail outlets only the lamp type was obtainable. In this
case, the wattage was calculated as the average wattage of
all lamp styles within that lamp type. For example,
halogen floods (lamp type) were available in either 45
watt or 90 watt styles; therefore, all halogen floods within
the retail outlet were considered as 67.5 watt lamps.
Table 7 shows' the average estimated instantaneous and
lifetime energy savings for each lamp type.

Based on the gross savings analysis, the total estimated
lifetime energy savings from the Lite Lights pr<?gram is
14,443 MWh. As demonstrated in Table 8, the average
lifetime of all energy-efficient lamps purchased under this
program is 6,919 hours. Assuming an average daily use of
about 3.2 hours, all of which replaces an ordinary lamp,
the total energy savings from these lamps can be
annualized by spreading the savings for each lamp over
6 years. Table 9 displays the gross annual kWh savings
resulting from this calculation. As is evident, the savings
from ~amps purchased in 1987 would be expected to last
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and the savings from lamps pUl"'cna.soo in
1990 would be expected to last until 1995.

lamps Not in

Not all end up in use. that
are never are or are removed from
service for aesthetic or other reasons should be netted out
of energy estimates. For this
~n~lhlQ1lQ these are as "withdrawn from
service. ff The normal incidence of bum-out is not
included in this since this of withdrawal is

energy estimates via
lifetimes.
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It is that survey data indicate participants
purchased 7.34 lamps per household and that on average
6.18 are installed. Although this indicates
that slightly more than 1 is no longer in use, the
"uninstaUed If include burnouts and spare
stored for future use.

For the first group of customers surveyed, 39 "n<l"ll'll"f'lli"lI"n<l"ll'8"llt<r'l

(5 .. 2%) indicated that one or more qualifying lamps were
not in use. In all, approximately 147 lamps were out of
service; this number is based on 117 reported as
well as the that 5 respondents who claimed
that no were in use had purchased
6 each. Eight participants that at least one

4"98 .., Horowitz and
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had burned out. 8 lamps were
removed due to burnout leaves 139 lamps withdrawn from
service.

that are under the customer's customer
behavior can be a factor in how much energy is
ultlm:lteJlv saved.

Of the second round of customers 54 respon-
dents (21.4%) indicated that one or more
lamps' were not in use. Of these, only 38 knew how many
of the lamps were not in service; each of the remaining
16 respondents are conservatively estimated to
purchased 6 lamps, all of which are no longer in use. In
all, approximately 204 lamps-were out of service; includ
ing 108 lamps and 96 estimated Ten
participants reported that at least one lamp had burned
out. 10 lamps were removed due to burn
out leaves 194 lamps withdrawn from service.

At the only method available for cus
tomer behavior is self-reported behavior gathered through
surveys. In the analysis that follows an attempt is made to
lIIfl;"'tl,n_""'_1i"·~i".o. these data into estimates of pr()2rlam,-reJlate~

energy savings" Being experimental, this analysis rests
upon a number of assumptions that cannot be verified
without more data. the results of this analysis
should be viewed as a to
methods for resolving behavioral issues; the are
suggestive of the of these effects, rather than
definitive estimates of their on energy use.

Riders

To transform the gross estimates of energy for the
Lite program into net or savings
that do not on volume of sales and techni-
cal at least four behavioral factors
can be identified. Data used to these issues were

of the first survey of 750 and
nOll1-partlicn:)an'ts and the second survey of 252

The first factor
discussed in the 1"'ll1t"i'lh'UU",lH:!

reIDnarnm,g factors are examined

If that were pUlrChasea ttLrOl1gn the program
have been anyway, them as program-
related would be a form of It is

to know a customer's true intentions or
certain of survey aUf~SUlDns

are able to indications of interest and
behavior vis-a....vis program To the
"" .......... """"..""11:" of free one of information

the customer's first of
the program or to the

in 1987?

ross avingsdjustments to

(9 .. 3 indicated that 333
were not in use for reasons other than

normal bumou!". Assuming an average of 6 per each
of the 1002 5.5%
of the the program can be
aeSll1Ulate~ as withdrawn from service.

j~t"~1""I!"!i"'Un1ln0' the net energy that can be attributed.
to an energy program like Lite

matter. Because this program

The of not ·used or
removed for causes other than burnout must be factored
into the This can be acc:On:1lpl1SheQ
the nUluber of in use and the associated energy

:;.5%, which is or apl:>!OXlrnately
1/3 of a per household. As a more conservative

we instead eliminated 1 per household
Since the average energy per is

290,,8 kWh the effect of 'Sl"'~n'lln~'1"n

hOllsejtlol~ctJ is a reduction of about 160 kWh" The
net effect of these are shown in Table 10.
Table 11 shows the annual kWh for

not in service"



Drivers

indirectly stimulates purchases of products at fun market
prices, the program may be credited with encouraging
added, energy savings and bringing about a market trans
formation.. Free drivers are defined as those households
that knew of the existence of the program but purchased
qualifying light lamps on their own, without benefit of
rebate. A combination of questions was necessary to
operationalize the concept of free drivers.

Participants.. In the first participant survey, 61
respondents (8.1 %) were designated free drivers because
they claimed that a) they had not purchased .qualifying
lamps prior to the Lite Lights program, and b) they had
purchased qualifying lamps without a rebate during the
course of the program. These respondents reported
purchasing 81 qualifying lamps without rebates. In the
Phase 2 participant survey, 7 respondents (2.8%) were
designated free drivers and indicated purchasing 44
qualifying lamps. In all, 68 participants (6.8%) were
classified as free drivers. These participants reported
purchasing 125 qualifying lamps without rebates for an
average of 1.8 lamps per respondent.

Non-participants. Among the first surveyed non
participants, 59 respondents (8.1 %) were designated free
drivers in that a) they heard of the Lite Lights program,
and b) they had' purchased qualifying lamps without
participating in the program. This group purchased a total
of 120 lamps, or an average of 2 per respondent Among
second non-participants, 26 respondents (3.5%) were
designated free drivers. In addition to the above criteria,
an 26 of the respondents indicated that the Lite Lights
program influenced their decision to purchase qualifying
energy-efficient lamps. This further supports classifying
them as free drivers. This group purchased a total of 116

program. In 107 of 1002
can be classified as free riders.

"a"1Irll,g,~C'!h'iln is not to the
..CAJl.~JUl.V"~jI;JU certain households are

definition those households
that are ~ll"Olv'~~W1a~h:T pa]rtlC:lp~ltll1l2 in the program are eligible
to be deSIl2Ilat<:%1 free riders~

Participants. In response to the first survey, 200 program
paJ~tlcrpants stated that they had purchased some type of
energy-efficient light lamps prior to the inception of the
program. Further inquiry revealed that 84 program partici

(11 .2 %) had aided purchased at least one qualifying
to learning about the program these house

deSa2Ilate~d as free riders. The second survey
program (9.1 %) had

to learning about the

A note is in order - the designation of free
rider assumes that the households would have continued to

in the absence of the program. it
is not known whether these households would have
pUltCnase~ as many without the rebate as did
with the rebate. Since the survey instrument does not
allow us to more into purchaser motivations
and ossible actions the free rider estimate may include
households that were motivated to
additional the existence of the
Lite program.

The a program often results in an
increased. customer awareness of energy efficiency and
related To the extent that this awareness

4., '1(JO ... Horowitz and



lamps, or an average of 4.5 per respondent. In total, 85
respondents (5.7%) purchased 236 lamps without the
program for an average of 2.8 lamps per respondent.

Among non-participants, 106 of the first surveyed
respondents (14.1 %) and 155 of the second surveyed
respondents (20.7%) claimed to have never heard of the
Lite Lights program, yet had purchased 215 and 814
qualifying lamps respectively, for a total of 1029
qualifying lamps, or an average of 3.9 per household.
This group may be deemed f~market driven" in that their
behavior was apparently unrelated to utility activities. In
total, 261 respondents (17.4%) can be classified as mar~et

driven.

If all 5.7% of the non-participant respondents are actually
designated as free drivers, a simple extrapolation of
program impacts to Boston Edison's entire residential
customer base 'of 550,000 households would suggest that
31,350 households had purchased 87,809 qualifying light
lamps due to the increased awareness brought only by the
Lite Lights program. However, it must be stressed that the
present survey is limited in its ability to finely distinguish
purchasing motivations. Of the 5.7 % of the customer base
that knew of Lite Lights and purchased lamps without
benefit of rebates, perhaps only a fraction were truly
influenced by the program advertising. Like the 17.. 4% of
households that were market driven and purchased lamps
without any knowledge of the program, some fraction of
the free drivers may have been more motivated by
increased electric rates or rising disposable income than by
the program advertising.

For these reasons it seems prudent to accept 5.7% as the
highest possible estimate of non-participant free drivers
and to use some fraction of this estimate as a better
approximation of program impacts. In the absence of
additional data, a conservative estimate may be that 1% of
Boston Edison's total residential customer base may be
free drivers .. This computes to 5,500 households and

qualifying lamps.. The remaining 4.7% of house
holds would be designated as "market-driven", bringing
the total estimate of. this type of household to 22.1 % of
the total residential customer base..

Snapback

-U"UJ~""'ti:f in end use equipment that tend to lower operating
costs per unit of service can also lead to changes in the
hours of use, or the intensity of use, of the equipment -
this effect is known as snapback. The magnitude of snap
back is contingent on two factors: the energy savings
offered by the product and the change in hours of use.. For
example, suppose a customer replaces a 100 watt light

lamp that is normally used for 9 hours a day with a
90 watt lamp and then uses the lamp 1 hour (11.1 %) more
each day. Since both lamps use 900 Wh per day the net
effect is no energy savings.. On the other hand, suppose a
customer replaces a 100 watt light lamp that is normally
used for 9 hours a day with a 25 watt lamp and then uses
the lamp 18 hours a day (a 100% increase.) Since the
conventional lamp used 900 Wh per day and the energy
efficient lamp uses only 450 Wh per day there is still a
450 Wh savings.

To estimate snapback, the first surveyed participants were
asked to reveal how many hours more, or less, :they use
the energy-efficient lamps that replaced their conventional
lamps. In all, 500 participants indicated that hours of use
were unchanged; ·167 participants claimed an average
increase in use of 6 hours per day; 71 participants claimed
an average decrease in use of 5 hours day; and 19 partici
pants were uncertain as to if, or how, use had changed. In
the second survey, 187 participants indicated no change in
use; 52 participants claimed an average increase in use of
3.76 ,hours per day; and 13 participants claimed an
average decrease in use of 2 .. 33 hours day compared to
the conventional lamps..

In total, 687 participants indicated no change in use;
219 participants claimed an average increase in use of
5 .. 5 hours per day; and 84 participants claimed an average
decrease in use of 4.6 hours day compared to the con
ventional Iamps$ Assuming 6 lamps per household, the net
effect can be calculated as:

(219 households *5.5 hours * 61ainps - (84 households *
4.. 6 hours * 6 lamps))

This is an overall increase of 4909 hours per day of use,
or an average of 4 .. 9 hours per day for each of the sur
veyed participants, or about .. 82. extra hours per day per

As discussed above, to calculate snapback the hours of
extra use must be combined with the base use of the con
ventionallamp that was replaced. To obtain this informa
tion, the second survey participants were asked how many
hours a day had they used the lights that the energy
efficient lamps repiaced.

For 212 (84el %) participants who know the previous base
usage, the average usage for the original lamps was
6.8 hours per day. Therefore, the total use for energy
efficient lamps reported by the surveyed participants is
7.62 hours per day. Of this, 6.8 hours per day is base
usage and 0.82 hours is extra usage.. The extra usage
represents a 12.1 % increase over base usage.
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the effect of snapback as a
12.. 1% increase in usage over conventional lamps, the
analysis must incorporate this factor into the estimated

base use for program participants.. At this point it
seems prudent to assume a base use of 3 .. 2 hours per
for each qualifying lamp (as was done for the analysis of
gross annual savings in Table 9) .. This figure is lower than
self-reported data, but is consistent with BECO's planning
research and non-utility party consensus.. A 12" 1%
(.. 39 hours) increase over 3 .. 2 hours in usage due to snap
back would mean the average- is used 3 .. 59
hours per day ..

at Energy Savings

As useful as the gross savings data are for
gaining a funer understanding of customer and
use patterns, there is no direct way to use the data to
make even the of to energy savings
estimates. A number of are still the
broadest of which is that the distribution of types and
W8.tta:Q'es ~a.'l!"'\.n1l"t''::hrll tlurc~ha:sed without rebates matched those
that were via the Lite program" How-
ever, an estimate of net energy can be obtained
!llIn1t'\m"~inO' each of the effects described in a

sequence based on how these may
realls1tlC3LUV occur.

estimate.. For non-participant free drivers the estimate of
households is upgraded by 5,500 and lamps purchased by
15,400.. The kWh savings for the additional lamps is
4,478,320 kWh (15,400 290.. 8 kWh per lamp.)

For participant free drivers the number of households is
not increased since these households have already been
counted.. Thus, the net energy savings is simply adjusted
to account for'the additional lamps purchased without a
rebate...According to the participant survey, (6 .. 8%) of the
participants were also free drivers and purchased an
average of 1.. 8 additional Given 8,037 program
participants, 547 (6 .. 8%) households can be expected to
purchase 985 qualifying lamps without a rebate.. The kWh
savings for the additional is kWh (985
lamps * 290.. 8 kWh per lamp.)

Note that the number of households (8,037) is
used in the above calculation since free- riders can also be
free drivers. Although the lamps purchased by free riders

the program are eliminated from program achieve
lamps purchased without the program that resulted

from in the program or knowledge gained
from the program can be counted.

In the free driver effect can be estimated by
mcrealsml}Z households sales
and energy

free Riders
Snapback

Each is assumed to be in use for 3,,59
hours per ofwmch 3.2 hours'(89.1 %) is base use and
.39 hours is extra use. Based on the program
database, the average purchased in the program uses
31.2 watts and has an lifetime of hours.
Of the hours in service, 6,165 hours (89.1 %) will
meet the base use needs- of the customer and 754
(1 hours win be dedicated to extra usage" The
adlUslmeJrlt for sna ack must include two factors.. First,

89.. 1% of the gross savings is actually valid since the
other 10.9% of usage is an additional source of
energy the current estimated

The of free riders are further subtracted from
program achievements" it is noted that
10.. 7% the have been free
riders" 860 households must
be withdrawn from the program" This

and energy
kWfI.

The effect of both p~utlCjrpm1t and
drivers must be into the net energy

•••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••~~
~

....:... ::::: .. ::: .....
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energy (15,574,756 by 10~9%

dropping 1,697,648 kWh. Then, the cost of the additional
use must be calculated and also removed from the savings
estimate. The energy used to 53,561 lamps for 754
hours at 31.2 watts per lamp is kWh~ In total,
2,957,660 kWh savings must be eliminated to account for

.snapback. Since snapback affects only the energy savings,
the number of households and in use are not

ummary

'ro with methods for :UICort)Or~itrntg the '~~~"'<l"ll6'"\ll"t"i

of customer behavior into Pfc)gr:am·-reJiatex:1
C'l.::s.m1"_<l1"::ib_r"19"~AO.rl behavior was ~1I'H~ B'U'7t:.&N

that were withdrawn from service for reasons other
than free riders, free drivers, and additional
hours of use, total estimated net lifetime energy savings
for the program is or 87 percent of
expected gross savings.. These analyses and ~Umu..;:lIil,.·.ILIl..J.V'JlA.lI".::lI

are sensitive to a number of that can
as more data customer behavior patterns
become available. In the Boston Edison has
used these results in various cost-effectiveness tests,
aalustm,g program for no 4Lstalled
and free riders. As more research is done on the effects of
sna.pb~:tCk and free Boston Edison will consider
ways of these into future

and cost-effectiveness calculations.
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